The relationship between twisted group algebras and Banach "-algebraic bundles is investigated. Informally stated, the results are that bundles with Borel cross sections correspond to twisted group algebras, and "locally continuous" twisted group algebras correspond to bundles. In the separable case, these results combine to give a complete correspondence between the bundles and the "locally continuous" algebras. Fell, in [5] , developed the theory of Banach *-algebraic bundles over a locally compact group. He was able to treat group extensions, the covariance algebras of quantum mechanics, the transformation group C*-algebras of Glimm (see [6] ) and Effros and Hahn (see [4] ), and other examples as special cases, and he extended the Mackey-Blattner theory of induced representations to this general setting. On the other hand, Horst Leptin introduced the concept of generalized L1-algebra in [7] and this concept was further developed in [1] under the name twisted group algebra. All the above mentioned examples can be treated in the context of twisted group algebras, and this has led to speculation concerning the precise relationship between these algebras and Fell's bundles. This problem has been mentioned by Fell in [5] and Leptin in [8]. In this note we will establish, in a rather simple way, much of this relationship. We need to point out here that the theory of twisted group algebras developed in [1] is restricted to the case of separable object algebra and second countable group. These restrictions are largely for convenience and are not used essentially until late in that paper. It is easy to see that the basic definitions and results are valid without the countability restrictions, and in fact Leptin develops completely analogous objects without such restrictions. Thus we have not hesitated to state our results in a nonseparable context, and we refer the reader to [7] for the techniques of generalization.
Fell, in [5] , developed the theory of Banach *-algebraic bundles over a locally compact group. He was able to treat group extensions, the covariance algebras of quantum mechanics, the transformation group C*-algebras of Glimm (see [6] ) and Effros and Hahn (see [4] ), and other examples as special cases, and he extended the Mackey-Blattner theory of induced representations to this general setting. On the other hand, Horst Leptin introduced the concept of generalized L1-algebra in [7] and this concept was further developed in [1] under the name twisted group algebra. All the above mentioned examples can be treated in the context of twisted group algebras, and this has led to speculation concerning the precise relationship between these algebras and Fell's bundles. This problem has been mentioned by Fell in [5] and Leptin in [8] . In this note we will establish, in a rather simple way, much of this relationship. We need to point out here that the theory of twisted group algebras developed in [1] is restricted to the case of separable object algebra and second countable group. These restrictions are largely for convenience and are not used essentially until late in that paper. It is easy to see that the basic definitions and results are valid without the countability restrictions, and in fact Leptin develops completely analogous objects without such restrictions. Thus we have not hesitated to state our results in a nonseparable context, and we refer the reader to [7] for the techniques of generalization.
We will give a brief description of those parts of the above theories which we will use. We refer the reader to [1] and [5] for any definitions, TWISTED GROUP ALGEBRAS, BANACH *-ALGEBRAIC BUNDLES proofs, or details which we do not give. Let A be a Banach *-algebra with a bounded, two-sided approximate identity, and let G be a locally compact group with left Haar measure m and modular function A. Let U(A) and sé (A) denote respectively the group of unitary double centralizers of norm one on A (with the strict topology), and the group of isometric ^auto-morphisms of A (with the topology of pointwise convergence). An element a of Jé (A) lifts to U(A) and we will denote the resulting automorphism of the group U(A) by 5. If we replace elements a e A in the above equations by elements of U(A) and replace each T(x) by T(x), then the resulting pair (T, a.) is a factor system (in classical terminology) and corresponds to an algebraic extension E(T, a): U(A) >-> H -» G of G by U(A) ( -> denotes injection and -»■ denotes surjection).
H is constructed by letting H=U(A)xG with multiplication defined as follows :
(«i, gi) ' ("2, g2) = (ui(T(gx)u2)<x(gx, g2), gxg2) (see [2, §2] ). Here i(u)=(u, e) and ttq(u, g)=g.
Definition 2. We say that (T, a.) (resp. (T, a)) is smooth at the identity if:
This definition is due to Calabi [2] for the pair (T, a). If t=(T, a) is a twisting pair for (G, A), then the space L1(G, A) of Bochner integrable, ^-valued functions on G becomes a Banach *-algebra (the twisted group algebra L1(G, A; t) corresponding to G, A, and t) if multiplication and involution are given respectively by:
where/ g are in LX(G, A); x, y in G.
We refer the reader to [5] for the definitions of Banach *-algebraic bundle (abbreviated .8-bundle from here on) and homogeneous 5-bundle (abbreviated #B-bundle). Let SS=(B, it, -, *, G) be a fixed HBbundle with approximate identity (77 is the continuous open mapping of the bundle space B onto the locally compact group G; • and * represent multiplication and involution respectively in B). Let U(38) be the topological group (in general not locally compact) of unitary multipliers on 38, with the strong topology. There is a group extension
where A=Be, the unit fiber subalgebra of B, i is the canonical injection, and 770 is the restriction of 77 to U(3 §). We will call the extension E=E(38) the characteristic extension of 38. Fell has shown in [5, §9] that all HBbundles can be constructed as follows :
Given A and G, let E: U(A)^-<-iH^*-"''G be any topological extension of G by U(A) and let <f>:H^s/(A) be such that: 
Proof. We form the extension E(T, a): {/(/!)>->-*//-»-''»G corresponding to the factor system (f, a). We identify U(A) with i(U(A)). Calabi has
shown in [2] that (since (T, a.) is smooth at the identity) we may topologize H by taking product-neighborhoods as a base for the identity and translating these by elements of H to get the neighborhoods of other points. Then / is continuous and 770 is continuous and open. Also y:G-*H given by y(g)=(I, g) is a Borel cross section continuous at the identity. We define <f>:H-^-sé(A) by letting <f>{u, g)a = u(T(g)a)u~1. Then <j> is a homomorphism. In fact:
Ux(T(gx)u2)(T(gx)T(g2)a)(T(gx)u2r1uT1
= «i(T(gi)«2)a(g1, g2)(T(g1g2)a)a(g1, g^T^u^uT1
= <rK"i(T(gi)"2Mgi, g2), gig2)a = ¿((«1, gl) • ("2g2))a.
Since g-+T(g)a is continuous at g=e, it follows that (u,g)->-<f>(u,g)a is continuous at (/, e) and thus at all points of H. Furthermore: (1) if (u, e) e U(A), ae A then <f>(u, e)a=(uau~1, e) and (2) if h e H(h = (ux,gi)), and (u, e) e U(A), <t>("i, gi)(«, e) = ("i, gi)(a, e)(ux, gx)'1 = h(u, e)h~x.
(2) is proved by a lengthy computation somewhat similar to the above proof that <f> is a homomorphism. We omit the computation. We now have all the ingredients needed to construct an HB-bundle SST = (BT, tt, -, *, G). Computing explicitly in this case, we see that BT consists of all classes (a, u, g)~ (ae A,ue U(A), g e G) where (ii) If F eLx(G, A; t) then
Thus 6 is an isometric "-isomorphism and Theorem 1 is proved.
Theorem 2. To each Borel HB-bundle 38 there is a twisted group algebra LX(G, A; t), which is isometrically isomorphic with LX(3S).
Proof.
Let 3S=(B,ir,-,*,G)be an HB-h\xnd\e with corresponding characteristic extension E:U(A)>->iU(3^)-^"G, where A=Be. Let y:G->U(&) be a Borel cross section for E. It is then well known that there is a factor system (T, a.) (where for gx, g2eG; ueU(A), f(gx)u=y(gx)uy(gxYx and «.(gx, gù=y(gx)y(gèv(gxgÙ~x) such that E is equivalent with E(T, a.) algebraically. Let T(g)a=y(g)ay(g)~x (which is defined since y(g) e U(38)). Then r=(T, a.) is a twisting pair for (G, A) and Lx(G,A;t) can be shown to be isometrically "-isomorphic with Lx(3$) exactly as this was done in the previous theorem.
To summarize the two preceding results informally, there is a correspondence between Borel i/5-bundles and certain twisted group algebras which restricts to give a correspondence between all //2?-bundles, smooth at the identity, and all twisted group algebras whose twisting pair is smooth at the identity.
Finally, we say that an HB-bundle SS=(B, tt, -, *, G) is second countable if U(S §) is second countable (which is true if A=Be is separable and G is second countable). In this case we know that there is a Borel cross section from G to U(S$), and thus every second countable HB-bund\e corresponds to a twisted group algebra as above. We can, however, prove more: Theorem 3. If S3 is second countable, then it is smooth at the identity.
Let E: U(A)y^iU(^)^*-ToG be the characteristic extension of S3. Nagao has shown in [9] that there is a cross section y for E which is continuous at the identity, however y is not necessarily Borel. We indicate a modification of Nago's proof which yields a Borel y. [3, Lemma 2] are seen to hold, since each Cn is a Polish space, and so we conclude that there is a Borel cross section yn from 7r0(Cn) to C" for each n. The union of the disjoint Borel sets 7r0(C") is G, and thus there is a Borel section y:G-+ U(SJ) such that y\(Cn)=yn for all n. It now follows as in [9] that y is continuous at the identity in G.
Corollary.
In the second countable case there is a one-to-one correspondence between all HB-bundles and all twisted group algebras whose twisting pair is continuous at the identity. This correspondence takes a bundle S3 to an algebra L1(G, A;t) which is isometrically isomorphic with U(3S).
Remark.
Whether or not, conversely, every separable twisted group algebra is isomorphic with the cross sectional algebra of an HB-bund\e (i.e. whether or not every twisting pair is cohomologous to a twisting pair continuous at the identity) is not known. If, however, U(A) is locally compact (e.g. A is a group algebra or finite dimensional) then this is indeed the case, for one can use Weil's converse to Haar's theorem as Mackey did to get an extension of G by U(A), and then proceed as in Theorem 3.
